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Airbus Defence and Space provides UK MOD with satellite airtime for location of military assets

Airbus Defence and Space provides UK MOD with satellite airtime for location of military assets<br /><br />Asset Tracking System provides enhanced
situational awareness by efficient location of helicopters and ground assets<br />Initial 12 month contract for Iridium satellite airtime<br />The UK Ministry
of Defence (MoD) has selected Airbus Defence and Space to provide satellite airtime for air and ground tracking of ground assets and helicopters on a
worldwide basis. The contract is for the provision of Iridium Short Burst Data and Iridium Rudics Data Minutes for the MODs established Asset Tracking
System (ATS), Helicopter ATS (HeATS) and Ground ATS (GrATS).<br />The UK ATS meets Operational Command situational awareness requirements
by providing the location of tracked ground and air assets in near real-time. The strategic importance of the ATS requires reliability across all of its
components including the satellite airtime provided by Airbus Defence and Space to transmit GPS data from assets in the field.<br />"This service further
extends our close co-operation with UK MOD, beyond the Skynet satellite network. Remote tracking and monitoring of critical assets is a rapidly
expanding area and we are delighted to be able to support ATS." said Paul Millington, Head of Government Communications UK Airbus Defence and
Space.<br />Airbus Defence and Space is a unique satellite services provider with complete control over its own fleet of military satellites and teleports
but also an end-to-end service provider for both military and commercial fixed VSAT (Very Small Aperture Terminal) and mobile bandwidth and network
services.<br />Airbus Defence and Space<br />Airbus Defence and Space is a division of Airbus Group formed by combining the business activities of
Cassidian, Astrium and Airbus Military. The new division is Europes number one defence and space enterprise, the second largest space business
worldwide and among the top ten global defence enterprises. It employs more than 38,000 employees generating revenues of approximately ?13 billion
per year.<br /><br />Contact<br />Knut Natvig<br />+47 48 030 911<br />knut.natvig@astrium.eads.net<br /><img src="http://www.pressrelations.
de/new/pmcounter.cfm?n_pinr_=590207" width="1" height="1">
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